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Signature Simpatico is an internationally inspired collection of
cosmopolitan pieces designed to create modern and urbane
interiors with a sophisticated aura. With this introduction, our
designers thoughtfully considered how to capture the uniqueness
and grounding effect of nature. At the heart of this collection
is a captivating live edge fumed oak veneer that enriches the
dining table top and wraps around the buffet and entertainment
consoles’ doors. Case pieces offer beautiful finishes, rounded
curves and sleek lines. Upholstered items bring forth strong,
sinuous silhouettes. The focus for this collection is also on providing
Signature pieces that enable you to relax and entertain in your
home with style and ease. Offering its own unique fingerprint,
Signature Simpatico will work beautifully with the silhouettes, finishes
and metals of other Signature collections.
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THE NATURALIST DINING TABLE
SIG-017-201

This stunning dining table has nature as its focal point. The table’s dramatic Piano Black
tabletop is inset with an alluring band of live edge fumed oak. It’s irresistible and provides an
amazing backdrop for an exquisite tablescape curated with an artful collection of china, silver,
glassware and decorative accessories. It is equally as beautiful set for a contemporary business
meeting. The sleek top is positioned on contemporary, offset, Deep Bronze legs inset with
smoked glass adding an airy lightness to the table. At 98 inches long, it comfortably seats eight
people for a sophisticated dining or meeting experience. Consider this awe-inspiring table not
only for a dining room but business setting. Pair two or more for a knockout boardroom.

dimensions 98W x 44D x 29.5H in | 248.92W x 111.76D x 74.93H cm
finish Piano Black, Signature Natural Oak, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Stainless Steel, Live Edge Fumed Oak Veneer
features Piano Black table top features live edge fumed oak in Signature Natural Oak finish. Stainless steel legs
plated in Deep Bronze that feature smoked glass inserts.
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THE URBANE DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-282

The Urbane Dining Side Chair is a stylish reinterpretation of the ever-classic Klismos chair,
a popular chair style that dates back to Egyptian times. Ours is dressed up for high-style
entertaining in dark wood and supple leather. Offering the elegance of a European sports
car, its comfortably curving quarter-figured eucalyptus wooden back is dressed in a rich,
warm finish while the inside back and seat are elegantly upholstered in a decadent embossed
leather in a rich Anthracite shade. A Deep Bronze metal frames the base of the chair and thin,
contemporary tapered legs dress it up for high-style entertaining.

dimensions 21W x 25D x 37H in | 53.34W x 63.5D x 93.98H cm
finish Warm Eucalyptus, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Stainless steel legs plated in Deep Bronze. Outside back is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus
in Warm Eucalyptus finish. Leather upholstered seat and back.
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THE NATURALIST BUFFET
SIG-017-211

This awe-inspiring buffet celebrates the authentic beauty of a slice of an Oak tree. A Piano
Black case is inset with a striking band of live edge fumed oak that dramatically wraps around
its entire façade. Lifted off the floor on trapezoidal feet the Naturalist Buffet will become
the centerpiece of any room you deem worthy of this signature credenza. Artfully organize
everything you need to entertain behind its four curved soft touch doors that hide three pullout
wine shelves, an adjustable storage shelf and four drawers.

dimensions 80W x 20D x 35H in | 203.2W x 50.8D x 88.9H cm
finish Piano Black, Signature Natural Oak, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Live Edge Fumed Oak Veneer
features Case is finished in Piano Black with a live edge fumed oak veneer in Signature Natural Oak finish across
four doors. Behind left door there are three pull out wine shelves. Behind center doors is one adjustable shelf.
Behind right door are four drawers.
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e n te rta in
The Naturalist Dining table’s dramatic live edge surface creates
the most engaging backdrop for a dinner party’s tablescape.
An array of candlesticks in varying heights lines the center
of the table for an easy, chic and elegant centerpiece. Even
takeout receives high praise when served atop this dramatic
and elegant surface.
The Naturalist Buffet is a hostess’s best friend. Its beautifully
styled interior was designed for entertaining. Organize china,
napkins, serving pieces and wine glasses behind its dramatically
curved doors and keep in reserve a few of your favorite wines on
three pull-out wine shelves. Wrapping the face and sides of its
glistening Piano Black case is a rippling plank of live edge fumed
oak that creates a calming horizon for dining and entertaining.
Just add candles, flowers and your friends and family and a
party is born.
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bu s i ne ss me e ting
Not just for dining, The Naturalist Dining
Table provides a stunning canvas to
host a business meeting. We love the
way today’s stylish office accessories
pop against its dramatic Piano Black
surface and how the tabletop’s live edge
fumed oak veneer serves as a natural
focal point. Whether hosting a meeting
in your home or office, this charismatic
table is certain to establish a sophisticated
setting to conduct business. Seat up to ten
guests around its perimeter and let the
conference begin. Consider pairing two
tables for a large conference room.
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THE MASTERS DINING TABLE
SIG-017-202

Create an intimate dinner at this stunning dining table and seat up to ten distinguished guests
around its striking perimeter. It offers a commanding presence and interesting oval shape
that is ideal for stimulating lively dinner conversations. An engaging mix of materials gives this
contemporary dining table an international appeal. Its fumed oak top is surrounded by a Satin
Ebony rim and apron. A luxury detail not to be missed are the thin metal beads that surround
the tables apron. A smoked mirror framed in Majestic Gold rests on its tabletop providing a
dramatic focal point for a floral arrangement or reflective backdrop for a candle centerpiece.
Its base is finished in Satin Ebony with a metal plinth in Majestic Gold.

dimensions 114W x 58D x 29.5H in | 289.56W x 147.32D x 74.93H cm
finish Satin Ebony, Majestic Gold
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Fumed Oak Veneer
features Fumed Oak top is surrounded by a Satin Ebony rim and apron with Majestic Gold metal beads and
features a smoked mirror framed in Majestic Gold that rests on top. Base is finished in Satin Ebony with a metal
plinth in Majestic Gold.
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THE URBANE DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-281

The Urbane Dining Side Chair is a stylish reinterpretation of the ever-classic Klismos chair,
a popular chair style that dates back to Egyptian times. Ours is dressed up for high-style
entertaining in timelessly chic black and ivory. Offering the elegance of a tuxedo, its
comfortably curving wooden back is finished in Satin Ebony while the inside back and seat
are elegantly upholstered in a shimmering basketweave fabric in a lustrous Moonstone hue.
Majestic Gold frames the base of the chair and thin, contemporary tapered gold legs dress it
up for high-style entertaining.

dimensions 21W x 25D x 37H in | 53.34W x 63.5D x 93.98H cm
finish Satin Ebony, Majestic Gold
materials Maple Solids, Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel legs are plated in Majestic Gold. Outside back is finished in Satin Ebony. Upholstered seat
and inside back.
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THE URBANE DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-284

The Urbane Dining Side Chair is a stylish reinterpretation of the ever-classic Klismos chair,
a popular chair style that dates back to Egyptian times. Ours is dressed up for high-style
entertaining in timelessly chic black and ivory. Offering the elegance of a tuxedo, its
comfortably curving wooden back is finished in Satin Ebony while the inside back and seat are
elegantly upholstered in a shimmering basketweave fabric in a lustrous Moonstone hue. Deep
Bronze frames the base of the chair and thin, contemporary tapered bronze legs dress it up for
high-style entertaining.

dimensions 21W x 25D x 37H in | 53.34W x 63.5D x 93.98H cm
finish Satin Ebony, Deep Bronze
materials Maple Solids, Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel legs are plated in Deep Bronze. Outside back is finished in Satin Ebony. Upholstered seat
and inside back.
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THE MASTERS DINING ARM CHAIR
SIG-017-271

The Masters Dining Arm Chair is a high-style selection for your entertaining needs. At 48
inches in height it has a commanding presence, especially important in rooms graced with
tall ceilings. The chair is upholstered in a vibrant teal velvet, softening the angular lines and
offering supreme comfort. Tall, sleek metal ferrules play to the exaggerated height of the chair
back. Placed as a host and hostess or surrounding the dining table, The Masters Dining Arm
Chair will deliver chic, cosmopolitan style.

dimensions 24.25W x 28.5D x 48H in | 61.6W x 72.39D x 121.92H cm
finish Satin Ebony
materials Birch Solids
features Legs are finished in Satin Ebony with the front legs featuring Majestic Gold metal ferrules.
Fully upholstered.
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THE MASTERS DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-283

The Masters Dining Side Chair is a high-style selection for your entertaining needs. At 48
inches in height it has a commanding presence, especially important in rooms graced with
tall ceilings. The chair’s back and seat are upholstered in a vibrant teal velvet, softening the
angular lines and offering supreme comfort. Tall, sleek metal ferrules play to the exaggerated
height of the chair back and give these chairs fashionable, cosmopolitan flair. For the perfect
dining experience, pair up to ten of these stylish chairs with the oval Masters Dining table.

dimensions 21.25W x 28.5D x 48H in | 53.98W x 72.39D x 121.92H cm
finish Satin Ebony
materials Birch Solids
features Legs are finished in Satin Ebony with the front legs featuring Majestic Gold metal ferrules.
Fully upholstered.
caracolesignature.com
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Build a sophisticated interior in the
world’s most cosmopolitan cities, from
New York to Milan, Palm Beach to
Paris. Signature Simpatico brings to the
marketplace internationally relevant
pieces that offer fresh silhouettes and
vogue detailing. Our Well-Balanced
Sofa was inspired by Italian design
and offers beautifully tailored channel
tufting in a luxurious basketweave
fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue
that flatters the beautifully tailored
channel tufting on the body of the
sofa. A stylish, thin gold detail is
incorporated into the sofa frame for
a cosmopolitan edge. It speaks to the
gold metal finish of The Top To Bottom
End Table. A luxury detail to note are
the end table’s thick glass shelves.
This collection is curvy and sensual.
The Urbane Cocktail Tables offer a
touch of modern geometry, contrasting
finishes and a built in Lazy Susan. The
Svelte Chairs are not only supremely
comfortable but their sinuous curves
look beautiful from every angle
particularly when floating in an
open floorplan.
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THE WELL-BALANCED SOFA
SGU-017-211-A

The Well-Balanced Sofa was inspired by Italian design and offers beautifully tailored channel
tufting in a luxurious basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue. This stylish vogue
detailing and cosmopolitan silhouette makes this sofa the perfect focal point to build a
spectacular room around in whichever chic city you're in across the globe. A tailored, thin gold
detail is incorporated into the sofa frame. Its squared arms are the perfect height for resting or
reading. Suspended off the ground by a continuous Majestic Gold framework, this sofa appears
to be lighter than air. This sofa’s sophisticated lines look beautiful when floating in an interior.
Consider a pair of sofas in front of a fireplace or to enjoy a beautiful vista. It also pairs beautifully
with the Well-Balanced Chair and Ottoman and our seriously stylish Svelte chairs.

dimensions 105W x 36.25D x 30.25H in | 266.7W x 92.08D x 76.84H cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold. Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
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THE WELL-BALANCED CHAIR
SGU-017-231-A

Elegance and sophistication align in this beautifully tailored channel-tufted chair. Upholstered
in a luxurious basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue, it rests atop a thin Majestic
Gold framework making it appear lighter than air. A Majestic Gold top rail and vogue
detailing like the Majestic Gold beading that runs down the back of the framework, give this
chair a sophisticated presence. Its arms are the perfect height for resting or reading. Pair this
chair with The Well-Balanced Ottoman for a comfortable reading chair or consider a pair of
chairs for a cozy niche.

dimensions 38.75W x 36.25D x 29.5H in | 98.43W x 92.08D x 74.93H cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold. Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
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THE WELL-BALANCED SOFA
SGU-017-212-A

The Well-Balanced Sofa was inspired by Italian design and offers beautifully tailored channel
tufting in a luxurious basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue. This stylish vogue
detailing and cosmopolitan silhouette makes this sofa the perfect focal point to build a
spectacular room around, in whichever chic city you're in across the globe. A tailored, thin
bronze detail is incorporated into the sofa frame. Its squared arms are the perfect height for
resting or reading. Suspended off the ground by a continuous Deep Bronze framework, this sofa
appears to be lighter than air. This sofa’s sophisticated lines look beautiful when floating in an
interior. Consider a pair of sofas in front of a fireplace or to enjoy a beautiful vista. It also pairs
beautifully with the Well-Balanced Chair and Ottoman and our seriously stylish Svelte chairs.

dimensions 105W x 36.25D x 30.25H in | 266.7W x 92.08D x 76.84H cm
finish Deep Bronze
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze. Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
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THE WELL-BALANCED CHAIR
SGU-017-234-A

Elegance and sophistication align in this beautifully tailored channel-tufted chair. Upholstered
in a luxurious basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue, it rests atop a thin Deep
Bronze framework making it appear lighter than air. A Deep Bronze top rail and vogue
detailing like the Deep Bronze beading that runs down the back of the framework, give this
chair a sophisticated presence. Its arms are the perfect height for resting or reading. Pair this
chair with The Well-Balanced Ottoman for a comfortable reading chair or consider a pair of
chairs for a cozy niche.

dimensions 38.75W x 36.25D x 29.5H in | 98.43W x 92.08D x 74.93H cm
finish Deep Bronze
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze. Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
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THE WELL-BALANCED OTTOMAN
SGU-017-241-A

Elegance and sophistication align in this beautifully tailored channel-tufted ottoman.
Upholstered in a luxurious basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue, it rests atop
thin, Majestic Gold framework making it appear lighter than air. Create a cozy nook in your
home and pair this with The Well-Balanced Chair or tuck it beneath a console for extra
seating. Offering sophisticated, clean lines and a comfortable seat, this chic ottoman makes a
beautiful seat in a dressing room or at the foot of the bed.

dimensions 26.25W x 24.5D x 17H in | 66.68W x 62.23D x 43.18H cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold. Tight seat with channel tufting.
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THE WELL-BALANCED OTTOMAN
SGU-017-242-A

Elegance and sophistication align in this beautifully tailored channel-tufted ottoman.
Upholstered in a luxurious basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue, it rests atop
thin, Deep Bronze framework making it appear lighter than air. Create a cozy nook in your
home and pair this with The Well-Balanced Chair or tuck it beneath a console for extra
seating. Offering sophisticated, clean lines and a comfortable seat, this chic ottoman makes a
beautiful seat in a dressing room or at the foot of the bed.

dimensions 26.25W x 24.5D x 17H in | 66.68W x 62.23D x 43.18H cm
finish Deep Bronze
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze. Tight seat with channel tufting.
caracolesignature.com
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THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-232-A

Our elegant Svelte Chair is graceful in every respect and from every angle. Inspired by Italian
design in the mid-century, this chair’s extraordinary silhouette is simply breathtaking. This
barrel chair is the epitome of refined beauty. Its top rail gently slopes forward while its base
gracefully sweeps downward from its sculptural Majestic Gold front legs to balance on the
floor in the back of the chair. The chair’s interior and loose seat cushion feature a shimmering
basketweave fabric in a lovely Moonstone hue while the chair’s exterior is meticulously
upholstered around its barrel back in a tone-on-tone novelty eyelash embroidery. The exposed
gold frame wraps the chair in just the right touch of brilliance. Try grouping four or more chairs
around a circular cocktail table in a small den, or library for the perfect conversation area.

dimensions 31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in | 78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold features a barrel-shaped silhouette. Tight back
with loose seat cushion.
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THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-233-A
The dramatic Svelte Chair is graceful in every respect and from every angle. Inspired
by Italian design in the mid century, this chair’s extraordinary silhouette is simply
breathtaking. Ebony and ivory perfectly harmonize in this intriguing barrel chair. Dark
Striped Ebony wraps the back of the piece. The chair’s interior and loose cushion are
tightly upholstered in a lustrous basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue.
The chair’s beauty comes to life as the top rail gently slopes forward while its base
gracefully sweeps downward from its sculptural Majestic Gold front legs to balance
on the floor in the back of the chair. Try grouping four or more chairs around a circular
cocktail table in a small den or library for the perfect conversation area.

dimensions 31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in | 78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm
finish Majestic Gold, Striped Ebony
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Striped Ebony Veneer
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold features a barrel-shaped silhouette. Tight
32 |
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back with loose seat cushion. Striped Ebony outside back.

THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-238-A

The dramatic Svelte Chair is graceful in every respect and from every angle. Inspired by
Italian design in the mid century, this chair’s extraordinary silhouette is simply breathtaking.
Ebony and ivory perfectly harmonize in this intriguing barrel chair. Dark Striped Ebony wraps
the back of the piece. The chair’s interior and loose cushion are tightly upholstered in a
lustrous basketweave fabric in a shimmering Moonstone hue. The chair’s beauty comes to
life as the top rail gently slopes forward while its base gracefully sweeps downward from its
sculptural Deep Bronze front legs to balance on the floor in the back of the chair. Try grouping
four or more chairs around a circular cocktail table in a small den or library for the perfect
conversation area.

dimensions 31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in | 78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm
finish Deep Bronze, Striped Ebony
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Striped Ebony Veneer
features Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze features a barrel-shaped silhouette. Tight back with loose
seat cushion. Striped Ebony outside back.
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THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-236-A

Our debonair Svelte Chair is graceful in every respect and from every angle. Inspired by
Italian design in the mid century, this chair’s extraordinary silhouette is simply breathtaking. For
a dark and mysterious interpretation of our Svelte Chair, discover the lush properties of fine
leather that have been mixed with Striped Ebony and Deep Bronze. This perfectly proportioned
contemporary barrel chair has a top rail that gently slopes forward while its base gracefully
sweeps downward from its sculptural Deep Bronze front legs to balance on the floor in the
back of the chair. Try grouping four or more chairs around a circular cocktail table in a small
den or library for the perfect conversation area.

dimensions 31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in | 78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm
finish Deep Bronze, Striped Ebony
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Striped Ebony Veneer
features Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze features a barrel-shaped silhouette. Tight back with loose
seat cushion. Striped Ebony outside back.
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THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-237-A

Our debonair Svelte Chair is graceful in every respect and from every angle. Inspired by Italian
design in the mid century, this chair’s extraordinary silhouette is simply breathtaking. For a dark
and mysterious interpretation of our Svelte Chair, discover the lush properties of fine leather
that have been mixed with Striped Ebony and Majestic Gold. This perfectly proportioned
contemporary barrel chair has a top rail that gently slopes forward while its base gracefully
sweeps downward from its sculptural Majestic Gold front legs to balance on the floor in the
back of the chair. Try grouping four or more chairs around a circular cocktail table in a small
den or library for the perfect conversation area.

dimensions 31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in | 78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm
finish Majestic Gold, Striped Ebony
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Striped Ebony Veneer
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold features a barrel-shaped silhouette. Tight back with loose
seat cushion. Striped Ebony outside back.
caracolesignature.com
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g ather
Get creative with your seating arrangements and
think beyond the expected sofa and pair of chairs.
Our debonair Svelte chair is graceful in every
respect and from every angle. Try grouping four
or more chairs around a circular cocktail table for
the perfect conversation area. Our Urbane cocktail
table’s mixed materials – gold and bronze metal,
black glass, marble and eucalyptus - provide an
engaging juxtaposition next to the warm wood
exterior and buttery soft chocolate leather interior
of the Svelte chairs. Serve cocktails and hors
d’oeuvres from the table’s marble Lazy Susan.

caracolesignature.com
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THE URBANE COCKTAIL TABLES
SIG-017-470 | SIG-017-472
This dynamic duo of cocktail tables offers a strong geometric statement that will look
smashing surrounded by four chairs or equally amazing between a pair of sofas.
Coupled together or placed independently, each table offers endless style and
possibilities. The chic Lazy Susan marble tray adds a luxurious element for entertaining.
Offering an interesting modern mix of materials — gold and bronze metal, black glass,
marble and eucalyptus — it’s the perfect addition to a living space.

dimensions

Large: 40 dia x 16H in | 101.6 dia x 40.64H cm

Small: 28 dia x 14H in | 71.12 dia x 35.56H cm

finish Large: Majestic Gold. Small: Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Large: Stainless Steel, Glass. Small: Stainless Steel, Dyed Eucalyptus Pommele Veneer
features Large: Stainless steel base is plated in Majestic Gold. Black painted glass top features Lazy Susan with marble
inlay. Small: Stainless steel base is plated in Deep Bronze. Top features dyed eucalyptus pommele in Nightfall finish.
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THE COSMOPOLITAN BAR
SIG-017-511
This sophisticated bar cabinet draws inspiration from mid-century Italian design and
offers a grand stature with irresistible curves and a sleek, streamlined silhouette. A
handsome Striped Ebony veneer surrounds this beautiful cabinet with its curving doors,
architectural style and sleek Majestic Gold accents. Let this gracious and impressive
cabinet set a rich tone in your favorite space for entertaining and enrich your ability to
entertain with ease and elegance.

dimensions 58W x 24D x 46.5H in | 147.32W x 60.96D x 118.11H cm
finish Striped Ebony, Majestic Gold
materials Birch Solids, Striped Ebony Veneer
features Top drawer has room for napkin storage and personal humidor. Two hinged end panels with
three fixed shagreen lined shelves for glass storage. Behind center doors on the left side is an open space
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to accommodate a 15-inch wine refrigerator. The right side has one shelf and two drawers. Deep bottom
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drawer for liquor storage. Top features black stone.
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op e n ba r
If you love to entertain in your home, our stylish
Cosmopolitan Bar is your answer to being ready at a
moments notice. Taking inspiration from mid-century
Italian design, the cabinet’s sophisticated exterior is a
conversation starter in itself but the attention to detail
in the cabinet’s interior is the real showstopper. This
bar’s beautifully executed interior is veneered
in an exotic wood and exquisitely detailed to
accommodate a small refrigerator and every amenity
you will need to entertain. Handsome storage for all
sizes and shapes of glassware is available on curved
side panel doors. We lined the shelves in shagreen
vinyl to ensure your glasses will not slide when
opening and closing the doors. A deep bottle drawer,
on a heavy glide, helps you organize your liquor and
spirit bottles and a long top drawer has adjustable
dividers so you can neatly stash away cocktail napkins,
coasters, and other essential bar accessories.
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THE NATURALIST ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
SIG-017-531

Bring the outdoors in and create a nature-centric atmosphere in your favorite living space
with The Naturalist Entertainment Console. A 100-inch length of clean lines and graceful curves
distinguish this exquisite entertainment consoles sleek silhouette that is finished in an elegant
Piano Black and inset with an awe-inspiring live edge fumed oak veneer that completely
wraps the face and sides of the entertainment console. Adjustable shelves are available
behind four soft-closing doors. Electronic cord access is available. Featuring a thin bead
of Deep Bronze and positioned on sleek trapezoidal feet, this is a signature piece for your
collection.

dimensions 100W x 18D x 28.5H in | 254W x 45.72D x 72.39H cm
finish Piano Black, Signature Natural Oak, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Stainless Steel, Live Edge Fumed Oak Veneer
features Case is finished in Piano Black with four doors featuring live edge fumed oak in Signature Natural
Oak finish. Behind left and right door there is one adjustable shelf and one drawer. Behind center doors are two
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adjustable shelves and vent/cord management. Base stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze.

THE NATURALIST ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
SIG-017-532

For smaller spaces, the Naturalist Entertainment Console, in a 75-inch length, will be a dramatic
solution for your media entertainment. Bring the outdoors in and create a nature-centric
atmosphere in your favorite living space. Clean lines and graceful curves distinguish this
exquisite entertainment consoles sleek silhouette that is finished in an elegant Piano Black
and inset with an awe-inspiring live edge fumed oak veneer that completely wraps the face
and sides of the entertainment console. Adjustable shelves are available behind three softclosing doors. Electronic cord access is available. Featuring a thin bead of Deep Bronze and
positioned on sleek trapezoidal feet, this is a signature piece for your collection.

dimensions 75W x 18D x 28.5H in | 190.5W x 45.72D x 72.39H cm
finish Piano Black, Signature Natural Oak, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Stainless Steel, Live Edge Fumed Oak Veneer
features Case is finished in Piano Black with three doors featuring a live edge fumed oak in Signature Natural Oak
finish. Behind left door there are two adjustable shelves. Behind the center and right doors there is one adjustable shelf.
Vent/cord management located in back. Base stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze.
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THE COSMOPOLITAN CONSOLE
SIG-017-441

An exotic Striped Ebony veneer is on full display on The Cosmopolitan Console. A crisp tailored
miter shows off the dramatic veneer on each end panel. A thin, gold metal bead surrounds
the entire profile to allow the perfect hint of sparkle. The versatility of this piece is unmatched
in that it would look fabulous in a hallway, behind a sofa or as a sleek television console. Its
sleek proportions and refined detailing make it the perfect console for pairing with
the Well-Balanced Sofa.

dimensions 72W x 13D x 29H in | 182.88W x 33.02D x 73.66H cm
finish Striped Ebony, Majestic Gold
materials Birch, Striped Ebony Veneer
features Case is wrapped in Striped Ebony veneer with Majestic Gold bead.
caracolesignature.com
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r elaxation
Create opportunities within your home

The Comfort Zone Chair and Ottoman

that inspire supreme relaxation and

offer the ultimate in relaxation. Large

provide that welcoming refuge from

and comfy in an indulgent dove grey

today’s hectic world. Consider adding

cut velvet and fitted with a down-filled

his and her chaises to a cozy niche

pillow top baffle, it’s the perfect place

in your bedroom, gathering ultra-

to start your day with coffee, check

comfortable chairs around a fireplace

emails, end the day with a glass of wine

or adding a daybed to a traditional

or while away a Sunday afternoon with

living room. Our designers had you

a good book.

in mind when they designed several
new upholstery silhouettes that offer

We often forget that a pair of chaises

unmatched comfort and are designed

in a master bedroom is a wonderful

to sooth the senses and encourage

solution for enjoying a beautiful view,

contentment.

a roaring fire or your favorite television
series. Sink into The Tranquility Chaise

Dressed in a sumptuous seal shade of

and allow the down-filled back and

velvet, The Night Or Daybed Chaise

arm cushions to literally surround

is a beautiful way to divide two

you in feathered comfort. Elegance is

conversation areas in a large living

personified in a dusky taupe cover with

room. It offers a great optional seating

a soft pearlescent finish.

area as guests can perch on either side
to join the conversation. Consider it for
in front of a fireplace or bookcase, at the
foot of the bed or in a window alcove.
It’s also a twin bed in disguise!
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THE NIGHT OR DAYBED CHAISE
SGU-017-072-A

For a piece with supreme versatility, this chaise moves exquisitely from living room to study to
bedroom — wherever extra seating or lounging is needed. A luxurious seal shade of velvet
covers the frame and generously sized cushion. The piece has low arms at either end and
carved tapered legs. Chic accent pillows have couture details that bring together embossed
leather with velvet accents. The Night Or Daybed Chaise is a beautiful way to divide two
conversation areas in a large living room. It offers a great optional seating area as guests can
perch on either side to join the conversation. Consider it for in front of a fireplace or bookcase,
at the foot of the bed or in a window alcove. It’s also a twin bed in disguise!

dimensions 85W x 36D x 27H in | 215.9W x 91.44D x 68.58H cm
finish Midnight
materials Birch Solids
features Loose bench seat cushion.
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THE NATURALIST END TABLE
SIG-017-411

Nature comes to life in our 24-inch diameter Naturalist End Table. A highly grained piece of
smoked, fumed live edge walnut has been crosscut and fused with a glossy Piano Black base
to create a beautifully elegant occasional table. Three sleek, flat-bar Majestic Gold legs join
under the table adding just the right amount of a warm glow. Nestle this charming table up
to your favorite chair in a cozy study, next to a chaise in the master bedroom, between two
chairs in the living room or as an accent piece next to The Night Or Daybed Chaise. Every
room in the house needs a touch of nature and this smart, little table delivers. Use the 16-inch
and 24-inch end tables individually or stack them together for a layered look.

dimensions 24 dia x 25H in | 60.96 dia x 63.5H cm
finish Piano Black, Signature Natural Walnut, Majestic Gold
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Stainless Steel, Cross Cut Fumed Walnut Veneer
features Top features live edge cross cut fumed walnut in Signature Natural Walnut finish. Stainless steel base is
plated in Majestic Gold.
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THE NATURALIST END TABLE
SIG-017-414

Nature comes to life in our 16-inch diameter Naturalist End Table. A highly grained piece of
smoked, fumed live edge walnut has been crosscut and fused with a glossy Piano Black base
to create a beautifully elegant occasional table. Three sleek, flat-bar Majestic Gold legs join
under the table adding just the right amount of a warm glow. Nestle this charming table up
to your favorite chair in a cozy study, next to a chaise in the master bedroom, between two
chairs in the living room or as an accent piece next to The Night Or Daybed Chaise. Every
room in the house needs a touch of nature and this smart, little table delivers. Use the 16-inch
and 24-inch end tables individually or stack them together for a layered look.

dimensions 16 dia x 22H in | 40.64 dia x 55.88H cm
finish Piano Black, Signature Natural Walnut, Majestic Gold
materials Birch Solids, Maple Solids, Stainless Steel, Cross Cut Fumed Walnut Veneer
features Top features live edge cross cut fumed walnut in Signature Natural Walnut finish. Stainless steel base is
plated in Majestic Gold.
caracolesignature.com
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THE COMFORT ZONE CHAIR
SGU-017-034-A

The Comfort Zone Chair offers the ultimate in relaxation. Large and comfy in an indulgent
dove grey cut velvet and fitted with a down-filled pillow top baffle, it’s the perfect place to
start your day with coffee, check emails, end the day with a glass of wine or spend a Sunday
afternoon with a good book. Extra generous in size, it has a feather-down channel-tufted
top seat and single, plush, channel-tufted back pillow. Pair this piece with the Comfort Zone
Ottoman to lounge in style.

dimensions 49.75W x 51.5D x 33.25H in | 126.37W x 130.81D x 84.46H cm
finish Midnight
materials Birch Solids
features Tight seat with loose plain back cushion. Removable channeled feather down seat topper.
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THE COMFORT ZONE OTTOMAN
SGU-017-041-A

This generously sized ottoman is upholstered in an indulgent dove grey cut velvet and fitted
with a down-filled pillow top baffle. This ultra-luxurious and supremely comfortable ottoman
would make a perfect addition to a chic dressing room or custom closet. For the ultimate in
relaxation, create a spa-like lounge within your home by pairing The Comfort Zone Ottoman
with a pair of The Comfort Zone Chairs. It will surely become your go-to space for relaxing,
reading or watching movies!

dimensions 46W x 25D x 20.5H in | 116.84W x 63.5D x 52.07H cm
finish Midnight
materials Birch Solids
features Hidden casters. Removable channeled feather down seat topper.
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THE TRANQUILITY CHAISE
SGU-017-071-A

Sink into The Tranquility Chaise and allow the down-filled back and arm cushions to literally
surround you in feathered comfort. This luxurious chaise is designed for lingering and relaxing.
Upholstered in a dusky taupe linen with a soft pearlescent finish, this stylish chaise will work
beautifully in any room. Offering a modern, squared, low profile, the piece is generously wide
and perched on dark carved tapered legs. The sculpted back and arm pillows literally wrap
you in feathered comfort, while the wide bench cushion is constructed of memory foam for
long movie marathons. Consider a pair of these supremely comfortable chaises for the master
bedroom or outfit a handsome study lounge or library with his and her chaises.

dimensions 36.75W x 67.75D x 36.5H in |
finish Midnight
materials Birch Solids
features Loose seat and back cushion.
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93.35W x 172.09D x 92.71H cm
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THE TOP TO BOTTOM END TABLE
SIG-017-413

From top to bottom, this glass and plated metal end table displays mid-century modern
aesthetics. The table’s Majestic Gold frame has an architectural, high-rise appeal as it
balances three thick glass shelves between its thin metal bars. Luxurious in its simplicity, a chic
addition to any room where you wish to display fashion books, boxes or collectibles.

dimensions 20W x 28D x 24H in | 50.8W x 71.12D x 60.96H cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Stainless Steel
features Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold with glass shelves.
caracolesignature.com
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esc a p e
Create a serene master suite and escape from
the world to your own sanctuary, designed
for you to relax and unwind after a long day.
A deliciously comfortable bed, an enveloping
chaise to soothe and a functional nightstand to
ease the stress of the day away. The Contempo
Bed offers the ultimate in comfort and urbane
style. A rich shimmering basketweave fabric
encompasses the headboard, footboards and
sideboards. Its neutral palette allows you to
customize it by adding luxury linens with
a splash of color. A crisp, thin Deep Bronze
metal frame outlines the entire bed, ending
with a sleek trapezoidal foot to support this
sumptuous bed. For a sophisticated contrast
add a pair of The Simpatico Nightstands.
Available in two sizes, a 34-inch and 40-inch,
its handsome eucalyptus veneer is finished
in a rich dark Nightfall. Sleek dressers and
nightstands offer luxurious details like touch
latch drawers that effortlessly open and close,
as well as elegantly lined drawer interiors that
let you know you are ensconced in a luxury
suite in your very own home.
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THE CONTEMPO BED

SIG-017-104 | SIG-017-124 | SIG-017-144
Regal proportions and chic, contemporary finishes make this the perfect bed for anchoring
an elegant master bedroom or luxurious guest suite. The beautifully upholstered headboard,
sideboards and footboard are fully upholstered in a shimmering basketweave fabric in a
beautiful Moonstone hue. It's perfectly neutral providing you a blank canvas to dress the
bed in luxury linens that suit your favorite color palette. A Deep Bronze exposed metal frame
outlines the entire bed and accentuates the elegant rounded corners and the bed’s clean,
sophisticated lines. Signature Deep Bronze trapezoidal feet allow the bed to rest comfortably
off the floor.

dimensions

Queen: 66.5W x 95.5D x 66H in | 168.91W x 242.57D x 167.64H cm

King: 82W x 87D x 66H in | 208.28W x 220.98D x 167.64H cm
Cal King: 78W x 91D x 66H in | 198.12W x 231.14D x 167.64H cm
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finish Deep Bronze
materials Stainless Steel
features Exposed stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze. Upholstered headboard, footboard and side rails.

THE CONTEMPO KING BED
SIG-017-121

Regal proportions and chic, contemporary finishes make this the perfect bed for anchoring
an elegant master bedroom or luxurious guest suite. The beautifully upholstered headboard,
sideboards and footboard are fully upholstered in a shimmering basketweave fabric in a
beautiful Moonstone hue. It's perfectly neutral providing you a blank canvas to dress the
bed in luxury linens that suit your favorite color palette. A Deep Bronze exposed metal frame
outlines the entire bed and accentuates the elegant rounded corners and the bed’s clean,
sophisticated lines. Signature Deep Bronze trapezoidal feet allow the bed to rest comfortably
off the floor.

dimensions 82W x 87D x 54H in | 208.28W x 220.98D x 137.16H cm
finish Deep Bronze
materials Stainless Steel
features Exposed stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze. Upholstered headboard, footboard and side rails.
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THE SIMPATICO NIGHTSTAND
SIG-017-062

Drawing inspiration from sinuous Italian silhouettes from the mid-century, The Simpatico
Nightstand is crafted from select, highly-figured, eucalyptus veneers finished in our rich,
high-sheen Nightfall. Unfettered by extraneous hardware, its sleek lines and dark presence
are further enhanced by a bead of Deep Bronze metal that encircles its top. A sculptural
base molded from stainless steel is plated in Deep Bronze and the chest rests atop refined,
trapezoidal feet. A luxury detail, this piece is finished on all four sides making it an ideal choice
for floating in a room. Drawer interiors are fully upholstered in luscious champagne hued
velvet. Available in two widths, 34 inches and 40 inches.

dimensions 34W x 18D x 29.5H in | 86.36W x 45.72D x 74.93H cm
finish Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall finish with plated metal base and inlaid
bead in Deep Bronze. The three drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer interiors are
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fully upholstered.

THE SIMPATICO NIGHTSTAND
SIG-017-063

Drawing inspiration from sinuous Italian silhouettes from the mid-century, The Simpatico
Nightstand is crafted from select, highly-figured, eucalyptus veneers finished in our rich,
high-sheen Nightfall. Unfettered by extraneous hardware, its sleek lines and dark presence
are further enhanced by a bead of Deep Bronze metal that encircles its top. A sculptural
base molded from stainless steel is plated in Deep Bronze and the chest rests atop refined,
trapezoidal feet. A luxury detail, this piece is finished on all four sides making it an ideal choice
for floating in a room. Drawer interiors are fully upholstered in luscious champagne hued
velvet. Available in two widths, 34 inches and 40 inches.

dimensions 40W x 18D x 29.5H in | 101.6W x 45.72D x 74.93H cm
finish Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall finish with plated metal base and inlaid
bead in Deep Bronze. The three drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer interiors are
fully upholstered.
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dr e s se r op tion s
We knew you would fall in love with

designed jewelry tray to organize

The Simpatico Dresser’s sleek silhouette,

jewelry, scarves, and accessories. The

soft curves and handsome quarter-

base on each chest is crafted from high-

figured eucalyptus veneer and therefore

quality stainless steel that is plated and

decided to offer it in four versatile

polished in a Deep Bronze finish.

lengths to accommodate any scale of
room: 50-inch, 60-inch, 70-inch and

For a large master suite or living room,

80-inch. All sizes offer the same

our 80-inch Simpatico Dresser is a great

exceptional luxury details like European,

proportion for a large television. Not

BLUM soft-touch hardware that can

just for a bedroom, our chests offer a

be adjusted to your touch. The cases

sophisticated choice for a dressing room,

are finished on all four sides allowing

study, entrance hall or dining room. Or,

you to admire from all angles and use

consider a pair of 50-inch chests flanking

in an open layout. Drawer interiors are

a doorway in your master suite or a

beautifully lined with a champagne hue

fireplace in your library.

of velvet. All top drawers offer a custom

50 inches wide
38 inches high

60 inches wide
36 inches high

70 inches wide
34 inches high

80 inches wide
32 inches high
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THE SIMPATICO SINGLE DRESSER
SIG-017-021

Drawing inspiration from sinuous Italian silhouettes from the mid-century, The Simpatico Single
Dresser is crafted from select, highly-figured, eucalyptus veneers finished in our rich, high-sheen
Nightfall. Unfettered by extraneous hardware, its sleek lines and dark presence are further
enhanced by a bead of Deep Bronze metal that encircles its top. A sculptural base molded
from stainless steel is plated in Deep Bronze and the chest rests atop refined, trapezoidal feet.
A luxury detail, this piece is finished on all four sides making it an ideal choice for floating in a
room. Drawer interiors are fully upholstered in luscious champagne hued velvet and the chest’s
top drawer is custom fitted with a beautifully designed removable jewelry tray.

dimensions 50W x 19D x 38H in | 127W x 48.26D x 96.52H cm
finish Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall finish with plated metal base and inlaid
bead in Deep Bronze. The four drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer interiors are fully
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upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert in top drawer.

THE SIMPATICO DRESSER
SIG-017-013

Drawing inspiration from sinuous Italian silhouettes from the mid-century, The Simpatico Dresser
is crafted from select, highly-figured, eucalyptus veneers finished in our rich, high-sheen
Nightfall. Unfettered by extraneous hardware, its sleek lines and dark presence are further
enhanced by a bead of Deep Bronze metal that encircles its top. A sculptural base molded
from stainless steel is plated in deep bronze and the chest rests atop refined, trapezoidal feet.
A luxury detail, this piece is finished on all four sides making it an ideal choice for floating in a
room. Drawer interiors are fully upholstered in luscious champagne hued velvet and the chest’s
top drawer is custom fitted with a beautifully designed removable jewelry tray.

dimensions 60W x 19D x 36H in | 152.4W x 48.26D x 91.44H cm
finish Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall finish with plated metal base and inlaid
bead in Deep Bronze. The eight drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer interiors are
fully upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert in top left drawer.
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THE SIMPATICO DRESSER
SIG-017-012

Drawing inspiration from sinuous Italian silhouettes from the mid-century, The Simpatico Dresser
is crafted from select, highly-figured, eucalyptus veneers finished in our rich, high-sheen
Nightfall. Unfettered by extraneous hardware, its sleek lines and dark presence are further
enhanced by a bead of Deep Bronze metal that encircles its top. A sculptural base molded
from stainless steel is plated in Deep Bronze and the chest rests atop refined, trapezoidal feet.
A luxury detail, this piece is finished on all four sides making it an ideal choice for floating in a
room. Drawer interiors are fully upholstered in luscious champagne hued velvet and the chest’s
top drawer is custom fitted with a beautifully designed removable jewelry tray.

dimensions 70W x 19D x 34H in | 177.8W x 48.26D x 86.36H cm
finish Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall finish with plated metal base and inlaid
bead in Deep Bronze. The six drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer interiors are fully
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upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert in top left drawer.

THE SIMPATICO DRESSER
SIG-017-011

Drawing inspiration from sinuous Italian silhouettes from the mid-century, The Simpatico Dresser
is crafted from select, highly-figured, eucalyptus veneers finished in our rich, high-sheen
Nightfall. Unfettered by extraneous hardware, its sleek lines and dark presence are further
enhanced by a bead of Deep Bronze metal that encircles its top. A sculptural base molded
from stainless steel is plated in Deep Bronze and the chest rests atop refined, trapezoidal feet.
A luxury detail, this piece is finished on all four sides making it an ideal choice for floating in a
room. Drawer interiors are fully upholstered in luscious champagne hued velvet and the chest’s
top drawer is custom fitted with a beautifully designed removable jewelry tray.

dimensions 80.25W x 19.25D x 32H in | 203.84W x 48.9D x 81.28H cm
finish Nightfall, Deep Bronze
materials Birch Solids, Stainless Steel, Quarter Figured Dyed Eucalyptus Veneer
features Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall finish with metal base and inlaid
bead in Deep Bronze. The six drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer interiors are fully
upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert in top left drawer.
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THE CONTEMPO STARBURST MIRROR
SIG-417-041

For a contemporary interpretation on classic sunburst mirrors, look no further than this beautiful
piece with 24 quadrupled Majestic Gold rays. Radiating over a round, high-gloss black glass
base, the suns center is a convex mirror that dramatically reflects the room around it. This is a
true piece of art for over a bar, in a hallway or above a fireplace. Available in two sizes, 36inch and 48-inch diameters.

dimensions 36 dia x in | 91.44 dia x cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Plated Metal, Black Glass, Mirror
features Frame features black glass with metal overlays. Mirror is convex.
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THE CONTEMPO STARBURST MIRROR
SIG-417-042

With quadrupled Majestic Gold rays emanating from its center, The Contempo Starburst Mirror
enhances traditional or modern spaces with mid-Century beauty. The 48-inch round base
is high-gloss black glass — the perfect contrast to the radiating flickers of the sun. A clear,
convex mirror innovatively reflects the room around it. This piece is truly a vision of beauty.
Available in two sizes, 36-inch and 48-inch diameters.

dimensions 48 dia x in | 121.92 dia x cm
finish Majestic Gold
materials Plated Metal, Black Glass, Mirror
features Frame features black glass with metal overlays. Mirror is convex.
caracolesignature.com
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f r om the de sig n er
Our design team begins the design process of creating

The Cosmopolitan Bar and The Naturalist Buffet.

a collection as a collaborative effort exchanging ideas

The Svelte Chair’s sculptural silhouette makes it the

and inspiration, reviewing trends, sharing photographs

perfect chair to gather around a cocktail table and enjoy

taken while traveling and creating sketches. One source

friends in front of a roaring fire. The Urbane Cocktail

of inspiration is usually the spark that ignites an entire

Table’s swiveling Lazy Susan takes serving cocktails

collection. Signature Simpatico evolved over a two-year

and hors d’oeuvres to a higher level and The Naturalist

period. The natural beauty of the live edge oak veneer

Dining Table’s dramatic live edge top is a hostess’

that we selected for The Naturalist Dining Table, Buffet

dream. Throughout the collection, notes of luxury are

and Entertainment Console and the fumed eucalyptus

pronounced. The Simpatico Dressers offer velvet lined

veneers you will see on many of the cases were our

drawer interiors and custom jewelry trays. European

original inspiration for this collection. The designers

touch-latch drawer and door hardware was selected so as

were also intrigued by mid-century Italian design and

not to disrupt the sleek, flowing lines of the collection.

sought to capture the sinuous curves and modern, sleek
silhouettes of this genre.

The designers, as they were building out the collection,
added sculpted upholstery pieces designed to stimulate

Also at the core of inspiration for the Signature Simpatico

and soothe the senses. The Comfort Zone is an oversized,

collection was the designers desire to bring forth a

supremely comfortable chair and ottoman with a baffled,

luxurious collection of furniture that inspires supreme

down-filled topper perfect for whiling away the day with

relaxation and encourages contentment. Throughout the

a good book or curling up to watch a favorite movie. The

design process, our designers thoughtfully considered

Tranquility Chaise’s back and arm pillows literally wrap

how you live and entertain in your home and sought to

you in feathered comfort.

bring details to each piece that would ensure you live
and entertain more beautifully in your own home.

Every new Signature collection has its own inspirational
core but also speaks to collections from the past. Finishes

Supreme attention to detail gives each piece in the

and metals from past and future collections are made to

Simpatico group heightened luxury and livability.

seamlessly integrate.

Enjoying friends and family at home becomes attainable
with the thoughtfully curated interiors of
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wi th ca r e a nd
tho ug h tf u lne s s ,
we str i ve to
desig n f u r nit u r e
wi th pur p o s e t hat
addr esse s s im p l e
need s a n d a dd s lu x ury
to your da ily life .
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my job i s to e ns u r e
qual i ty and c om fort.
not on ly is t he p r od uc t
st un n i ng in de s ig n bu t
bu i lt to e nd u r e t im e .
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f r om the eng in eer
Our head engineer is instrumental in helping Signature

To complete the designer’s vision for Signature

designers realize their vision. As designers hone in on a

Simpatico, the engineer selected integrated, European

collection’s core look and color direction, our engineer

hardware from industry leader BLUM known for its

researches and recommends veneers with the best

self-closing, soft touch drawer guides and door hinges.

characteristics to flow with the design.

BLUM hardware can be adjusted to your touch. He adds,
“it’s one of those little things that adds luxury to the

“Participating in the design process for Signature

Signature Simpatico line.”

Simpatico was fun and challenging given the spectacular
integration of live edge materials into the collection.”

As for caring for Signature’s one-of-a-kind finishes, our

The engineer notes that each piece of wood has a unique

engineer recommends first cleaning with a soft cloth.

grain, color and quality, which is wonderful, because

He does not recommend using a wax polishing spray

that’s what makes the finished Signature Simpatico

because it can leave a waxy build up and change the

collection so unusual. He relies on his keen eye and

finish over time. To clean and treat wood, Guardsman

years of industry experience to hand select each piece

makes several good wood polishes. Be careful when

of wood. After the veneers are selected, he orchestrates

using glass cleaners not to get them on your wood

the complicated finishing processes that bring to life

finishes. To remove scuff-marks or other residue, try

the unique qualities of the veneers and achieves the

Naphtha. Always test products on an inconspicuous area

designer’s color vision. Every piece of wood reacts and

before applying to your furniture.

absorbs finishes and dyes differently, so his expertise is
invaluable in developing a finish process that results in a
consistent and beautiful finish every time.
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INDEX

THE NATURALIST DINING TABLE
SIG-017-201

THE MASTERS DINING TABLE
SIG-017-202

98W x 44D x 29.5H in
248.92W x 111.76D x 74.93H cm

114W x 58D x 29.5H in
289.56W x 147.32D x 74.93H cm

Piano Black table top features live edge fumed oak in Signature
Natural Oak finish. Stainless steel legs plated in Deep Bronze that
feature smoked glass inserts.

Fumed Oak top is surrounded by a Satin Ebony rim and apron with
Majestic Gold metal beads and features a smoked mirror framed in
Majestic Gold that rests on top. Base is finished in Satin Ebony with a
metal plinth in Majestic Gold.

page: 6

THE MASTERS DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-283

page: 15

THE MASTERS DINING ARM CHAIR
SIG-017-271

21.25W x 28.5D x 48H in
53.98W x 72.39D x 121.92H cm

24.25W x 28.5D x 48H in
61.6W x 72.39D x 121.92H cm

Legs are finished in Satin Ebony with the front legs featuring Majestic
Gold metal ferrules. Fully upholstered.
Fabric: 2564-60CC

Legs are finished in Satin Ebony with the front legs featuring Majestic
Gold metal ferrules. Fully upholstered.
Fabric: 2564-60CC

page: 19

page: 18

INDEX

THE URBANE DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-281

THE URBANE DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-282

21W x 25D x 37H in
53.34W x 63.5D x 93.98H cm

21W x 25D x 37H in
53.34W x 63.5D x 93.98H cm

Stainless steel legs are plated in Majestic Gold. Outside back is
finished in Satin Ebony. Upholstered seat and inside back.
Fabric: 2585-71CC

Stainless steel legs plated in Deep Bronze. Outside back is wrapped
in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Warm Eucalyptus finish.
Leather upholstered seat and back.
Leather: 9137-90CC

page: 16

THE URBANE DINING SIDE CHAIR
SIG-017-284

page: 7

THE NATURALIST BUFFET
SIG-017-211

21W x 25D x 37H in
53.34W x 63.5D x 93.98H cm

80W x 20D x 35H in
203.2W x 50.8D x 88.9H cm

Stainless steel legs are plated in Deep Bronze. Outside back is
finished in Satin Ebony. Upholstered seat and inside back.
Fabric: 2585-71CC

Case is finished in Piano Black with live edge fumed oak in Signature
Natural Oak finish across four doors. Behind left door there are three
pull-out wine shelves. Behind center doors is one adjustable shelf.
Behind right door are four drawers.
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THE WELL-BALANCED SOFA
SGU-017-211-A

THE WELL-BALANCED CHAIR
SGU-017-231-A

105W x 36.25D x 30.25H in
266.7W x 92.08D x 76.84H cm

38.75W x 36.25D x 29.5H in
98.43W x 92.08D x 74.93H cm

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold.
Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC
Pillow Fabric: 2 - 18" Pillows 8257-51CC
with 2" Boxing and Welt 2301-35CC

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold.
Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC
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THE WELL-BALANCED SOFA
SGU-017-212-A

THE WELL-BALANCED CHAIR
SGU-017-234-A

105W x 36.25D x 30.25H in
266.7W x 92.08D x 76.84H cm

38.75W x 36.25D x 29.5H in
98.43W x 92.08D x 74.93H cm

Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze.
Tight seat and back with channel tufting.

Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze.
Tight seat and back with channel tufting.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC

Body Fabric: 2585-71CC
Pillow Fabric: 2 - 18" Pillows 8257-51CC
with 2" Boxing and Welt 2301-35CC
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THE WELL-BALANCED OTTOMAN
SGU-017-241-A

THE WELL-BALANCED OTTOMAN
SGU-017-242-A

26.25W x 24.5D x 17H in
66.68W x 62.23D x 43.18H cm

26.25W x 24.5D x 17H in
66.68W x 62.23D x 43.18H cm

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold.
Tight seat with channel tufting.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC

Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze.
Tight seat with channel tufting.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC
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THE SVELTE CHAIR

THE SVELTE CHAIR

SGU-017-236-A

SGU-017-237-A

31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in
78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm

31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in
78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm

Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze features a barrel-shaped
silhouette. Tight back with loose seat cushion. Striped Ebony
outside back.
Body: 9059-81CC Leather

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold features a barrelshaped silhouette. Tight back with loose seat cushion. Striped Ebony
outside back.
Body: 9059-81CC Leather
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THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-238-A

THE SVELTE CHAIR
SGU-017-233-A

31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in
78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm

31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in
78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm

Stainless steel frame plated in Deep Bronze features a barrel-shaped
silhouette. Tight back with loose seat cushion. Striped Ebony
outside back.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold features a barrelshaped silhouette. Tight back with loose seat cushion. Striped Ebony
outside back.
Body Fabric: 2585-71CC
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THE SVELTE CHAIR

THE TRANQUILITY CHAISE

SGU-017-232-A

SGU-017-071-A

31W x 35.75D x 30.75H in
78.74W x 90.81D x 78.11H cm

36.75W x 67.75D x 36.5H in
93.35W x 172.09D x 92.71H cm

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold features a barrelshaped silhouette. Tight back with loose seat cushion.
Body Fabric: Inside body and welt 2585-71CC;
Outside back 8257-51CC

Loose seat and back cushion.
Body Fabric: 3130-70CC;
Welt: 2584-79CC
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THE COMFORT ZONE CHAIR
SGU-017-034-A

THE COMFORT ZONE OTTOMAN
SGU-017-041-A

49.75W x 51.5D x 33.25H in
126.37W x 130.81D x 84.46H cm

46W x 25D x 20.5H in
116.84W x 63.5D x 52.07H cm

Tight seat with loose plain back cushion. Removable channeled
feather down seat topper.
Body Fabric: 2586-93CC

Features hidden casters with removable feather down topper.
Body Fabric: 2586-93CC
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THE NIGHT OR DAYBED CHAISE
SGU-017-072-A
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THE TOP TO BOTTOM END TABLE
SIG-017-413

85W x 36D x 27H in
215.9W x 91.44D x 68.58H cm

20W x 28D x 24H in
50.8W x 71.12D x 60.96H cm

Loose bench seat cushion.

Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold with glass shelves.

Body Fabric: 2584-79CC

Bolster Pillows: 9132-89CC, 2584-79CC
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THE NATURALIST END TABLE

THE NATURALIST END TABLE

SIG-017-411

SIG-017-414

24 dia x 25H in
60.96 dia x 63.5H cm

16 dia x 22H in
40.64 dia x 55.88H cm

Top features live edge cross cut fumed walnut in Signature Natural
Walnut finish. Stainless steel base is plated in Majestic Gold.

Top features live edge cross cut fumed walnut in Signature Natural
Walnut finish. Stainless steel base is plated in Majestic Gold.
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THE URBANE COCKTAIL

THE URBANE COCKTAIL

SIG-017-470

SIG-017-472

40 dia x 16H in
101.6 dia x 40.64H cm

28 dia x 14H in
71.12 dia x 35.56H cm

Stainless steel base is plated in Majestic Gold. Black painted glass
top features Lazy Susan with marble inlay.

Stainless steel base is plated in Deep Bronze. Top features dyed
eucalyptus pommele in Nightfall finish.
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THE NATURALIST ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
SIG-017-531

THE NATURALIST ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
SIG-017-532

100W x 18D x 28.5H in
254W x 45.72D x 72.39H cm

75W x 18D x 28.5H in
190.5W x 45.72D x 72.39H cm

Case is finished in Piano Black with four doors featuring live edge fumed
oak in Signature Natural Oak finish. Behind left and right door there is one
adjustable shelf and one drawer. Behind center doors are two adjustable
shelves and vent/cord management. Base stainless steel frame is plated
in Deep Bronze.

Case is finished in Piano Black with three doors featuring a live edge
fumed oak in Signature Natural Oak finish. Behind left door there are
two adjustable shelves. Behind the center and right doors there is one
adjustable shelf. Vent/cord management located in back.
Base stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze.
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THE COSMOPOLITAN CONSOLE

THE COSMOPOLITAN BAR

SIG-017-441

SIG-017-511

72W x 13D x 29H in
182.88W x 33.02D x 73.66H cm

58W x 24D x 46.5H in
147.32W x 60.96D x 118.11H cm

Case is wrapped in Striped Ebony veneer with Majestic Gold bead.

Top drawer has room for napkin storage and personal humidor. Two hinged
end panels with three fixed shagreen lined shelves for glass storage. Behind
center doors on the left side there is an open space to accommodate a
15- inch wine refrigerator and the right side has one shelf and two drawers.
Deep bottom drawer for liquor storage. Top features black stone.
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THE CONTEMPO KING BED
SIG-017-121

82.5W x 95.5D x 54H in
209.55W x 242.57D x 137.16H cm

THE CONTEMPO KING BED
SIG-017-124

66.5W x 95.5D x 66H in
168.91W x 242.57D x 167.64H cm

Exposed stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze. Upholstered
headboard, footboard and siderails.
Available in King only.
Fabric: 2585-71CC

Exposed stainless steel frame is plated in Deep Bronze. Upholstered
headboard, footboard and siderails.
Available in Queen, King and Cal King.
Fabric: 2585-71CC
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THE SIMPATICO NIGHTSTAND

THE SIMPATICO NIGHTSTAND

SIG-017-062

SIG-017-063

34W x 18D x 29.5H in
86.36W x 45.72D x 74.93H cm

40W x 18D x 29.5H in
101.6W x 45.72D x 74.93H cm

Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall
finish with plated metal base and inlaid bead in Deep Bronze. The
three drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides.
Drawer interiors are fully upholstered.

Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall
finish with plated metal base and inlaid bead in Deep Bronze. The
three drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides.
Drawer interiors are fully upholstered.
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THE SIMPATICO SINGLE DRESSER
SIG-017-021

THE SIMPATICO DRESSER
SIG-017-013

50W x 19D x 38H in
127W x 48.26D x 96.52H cm

60W x 19D x 36H in
152.4W x 48.26D x 91.44H cm

Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall
finish with plated metal base and inlaid bead in Deep Bronze. The
four drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides.
Drawer interiors are fully upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert
in top drawer.

Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall
finish with plated metal base and inlaid bead in Deep Bronze. The
eight drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides.
Drawer interiors are fully upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert
in top left drawer.
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THE SIMPATICO DRESSER

THE SIMPATICO DRESSER

SIG-017-012

SIG-017-011

70W x 19D x 34H in
177.8W x 48.26D x 86.36H cm

80.25W x 19.25D x 32H in
203.84W x 48.9D x 81.28H cm

Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall
finish with plated metal base and inlaid bead in Deep Bronze. The six
drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer
interiors are fully upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert in top
left drawer.

Case is wrapped in quarter figured dyed eucalyptus in Nightfall
finish with metal base and inlaid bead in Deep Bronze. The six
drawers are touch latch, soft close with undermount glides. Drawer
interiors are fully upholstered. Removable jewelry tray insert in top
left drawer.
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THE CONTEMPO STARBURST MIRROR

THE CONTEMPO STARBURST MIRROR

SIG-417-041

SIG-417-042

36 dia x in
91.44 dia x cm

48 dia x in
121.92 dia x cm

Frame features black glass with metal overlays. Mirror is convex.

Frame features black glass with metal overlays. Mirror is convex.
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NAME

SKU NUMBER

The Comfort Zone Chair			
60
The Comfort Zone Ottoman
61
The Contempo King Bed
70, 71
The Contempo Starburst Mirror
82, 83
The Cosmopolitan Bar
42
The Cosmopolitan Console
51
The Masters Dining Arm Chair
18
The Masters Dining Side Chair
19
The Masters Dining Table
15
The Naturalist Buffet
9
The Naturalist Dining Table
6
The Naturalist End Table
56, 57
The Naturalist Entertainment Console
46, 47
The Night or Daybed Chaise
54
The Simpatico Dresser
77, 78, 79
The Simpatico Nightstand
72, 73
The Simpatico Single Dresser
76
The Svelte Chair
31, 32, 33, 36, 37
The Top to Bottom End Table
65
The Tranquility Chaise
62
The Urbane Cocktail tables
41
The Urbane Dining Side Chair
7, 16, 17
The Well-Balanced Chair
25, 27
The Well-Balanced Ottoman
28, 29
The Well-Balanced Sofa
24, 26
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